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Micro Molding
Spurs Space-Age

Innovation
When it comes to producing tiny parts and meeting exceptionally tight
tolerance, few jobs are too small for Phillips Plastics

T

o achieve a high level of energy density, as well as green environmental
performance and safety, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) prefers to use cryogenic propellants, such as liquid oxygen, hydrogen and
methane, to propel their spacecraft. However, these propellants are extremely cold,
as low as -252ºC (-423ºF), and must be
stored in thermally insulated tanks to keep
the contents from boiling off.
Making that challenge even tougher,
next-generation NASA exploration mis-

The Integrated Multi-layer Insulation
Matrix part Phillips Plastics created
for NASA is 1¼” square, with wall
sections and snap features that are
0.004 in – just thicker than a human hair.

sions will require spacecraft, such as the
Altair Lunar Lander, to maintain cryogenic propellants for extended durations
of up to six months.
To explore the feasibility of insulating cryogenic propellants for extended
periods of time, NASA awarded a Phase I
Small Business Innovation Research grant
to Quest Product Development Corporation, Wheat Ridge, CO. The mission:
Create a prototype of an advanced new
thermal insulation system called “Integrated Multi-layer Insulation” (IMLI),
within six months.
Quest Product Development Corporation partnered with Ball Aerospace
& Technologies Corp. to design IMLI
thermal insulation, which involved engineering a system with multiple layers of
radiation barriers held in precise spacing
by a polymer substructure.
MEETING THE
PERFORMANCE CHALLENGE
One challenge for Quest was to ensure
that the multiple layers delivered consistent, predictable performance — a feat
that required micro-molded spacers to
prevent the radiation barriers from bunching up or touching, which would allow
heat transfer.
That sent Quest on a search for a vendor to meet that challenge. “There are
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Four-inch-thick fiberglass insulation
has an R-value of 14. If it were made
of Integrated Multi-layer Insulation Matrix, it would have an R-value of nearly
14,000 for cryogenic temperatures.

very few micro molders in the world,
Phillips Plastics being one of them,” notes
Quest mechanical engineer Scott Dye, who
served as principal investigator for the
NASA project. “We know they’re experts
at molding processes, and they’re the only
micro molders we felt confident could actually pull this challenge off.”
The micro-molded spacer Quest needed
from Phillips Plastics, called the “IMLI
Matrix,” features microscopic posts with
snaps for holding the radiation barriers in place. “From a manufacturability
standpoint, the molding tool couldn’t be
built to the initial database,” recalls Dave
Munkwitz, micro molding manager at
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Phillips Plastics. “We had to go through
the program in several parallel fashions in
order to meet the timing NASA required.”
Phillips developed backup plastic material options and worked with Quest to
create part designs in case plans preceding
them fell through. As a result of the design
for manufacturability process and moldflow analyses, Phillips Plastics provided
alternatives that helped reduce lead time
and costs, such as decreasing the number
of snap details initially designed in every
corner of the square from four to one. Engineers also gained efficiencies by employing a plastic for the part that produced
far less wear and tear on the tool than the
originally requested material.
The post-and-snap structure of each
IMLI Matrix makes it possible for Quest
to snap multiple radiation-barrier layers
together, a key requirement for creating
the structural integrity that the IMLI thermal blanket demands to withstand 10g
force launch loads.

Each corner of the insulation matrix is
about 0.05 in diameter and 0.06” tall with
coring from both sides to create both
the female and male sides of the snap
within those special constraints.

When combined, the IMLI Matrix
components that make up the part remain microscopic in size. “So we’ve really reduced the contact area from layer
to layer, and that’s part of the magic in
making the IMLI Matrix a super insulator,” says Alan Kopelove, Quest’s director of Technology Development.
Within just three months of configuring optimal tools, materials and pro-

cesses around the clock, Phillips Plastics
team members successfully created more
than 6,000 IMLI Matrix parts. “The
program really challenged us to test the
capability of our manufacturing equipment, which needed to efficiently and
repeatedly produce high-quality parts
for NASA,” says Munkwitz.
SPACE AND BEYOND
With help from Phillips Plastics and Ball
Aerospace, Quest delivered promising
IMLI thermal blanket prototypes to
NASA that proved the feasibility of the
concept. “Working with Phillips was a
smooth process,” says Quest’s Kopelove.
“They have a very ‘can-do’ attitude. Despite challenges, they stuck it out, put in
overtime and weekend shifts, and made
it happen.”
The persistence that this technical
partnership demonstrated is leading to
still more challenges. “NASA now has
enough trust in the Quest, Ball Aerospace
and Phillips Plastics team that they’ve
awarded us a Phase II grant to continue
this work,” adds Kopelove. “In real use,
the IMLI thermal blanket will be 40 to
120 layers thick, which will require millions of IMLI Matrix parts for a real size
NASA project.”
Beyond aerospace, high performance
thermal insulation has uses in a broad
range of applications and markets that
involve shipping, heating, cooling and
insulation. For example, when applied
to refrigerator, freezer, and water-heater
technology alone, IMLI could cut nationwide energy usage for refrigerator-freezers in about half, while reducing waterheater energy use by about 18 %. Result:
A potential annual savings of $8 billion.

To learn more about micro
molding at Phillips Plastics, Go To:
http://rbi.ims.ca/5709-130.

Everything In Our World Is Micro-Sized

Phillips Plastics routinely produces
micro-molded parts no bigger than
the head of a straight pin.
Phillips Plastics’ team of experts is trained to think
small. At the firm’s micro-molding operation in
Menomonie, WI, engineers specialize in helping
customers design and produce components to the
tiniest scale — ranging from 0.0001 to 0.003 cubic
inches for both plastic and metal, with the ability to
hold tolerances as little as ±0.0005 inches.
With these minuscule part sizes, it’s no wonder
that Phillips had to custom-design six of the nine
molding machines used for micro molding jobs.
“That was a necessity because of the extremely
small shot sizes required,” notes Dave Munkwitz,
micro molding manager for Phillips.
Munkwitz says micro molding has become one
of the fastest growing businesses at Phillips, as
companies turn to more compact designs in industries ranging from aerospace and military to medical
and electronics. Among the many challenges that
Phillips has helped solve for customers:
• For a component on an insulin delivery system,
Phillips produced a threaded detail whose top
surface measured just 0.0025 inches. What’s
more, the location of the thread had to meet a
tolerance of ±0.0005 in.
• In another medical application, Phillips built a
plastic part with a wall section only 0.011 in thick,
which then had to be inserted into another part a
scant distance of 0.210 in.
• And showing its facility to work with metal injection molding, Phillips produced a 420 stainless
steel part, measuring 0.001 in, for
a military application.
Still other applications involve micro-molded parts
for medical implants and micro electro-mechanical
systems (MEMs). Phillips also can mold such parts
from ceramics, as well as plastics and metals
As with all Phillips projects, Munkwitz advises
customers with parts that require micro molding to
contact the company as early as possible, so that
Phillips engineers can review the design from a
manufacturability standpoint. Oftentimes, tiny parts
can present tooling challenges that aren’t seen with
larger geometries. “We may need to put more complex tooling functions into the mold, such as adding
slides,” notes Munkwitz.
Throughout each micro-molding job, the secret
to success at Phillips is an intense scrutiny from
design through manufacture. Says Munkwitz: “Success depends on maintaining a very high level of
attention to detail every step of the way.”
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